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BIO 
Hann Tower (b.1998) is a visual artist based in Seattle, 
Washington. They work with processes of digital collage, 
image-transferring, sewing and painting. Intuitively collaging 
images of their surroundings and transferring their collages 
onto floral patterned fabric, Hann creates mystical portals 
through the many layers of imagery and process used. 
Focused on making as an avenue for dissecting 
overwhelming emotional states, their work functions as an 
ever-evolving conversation within themself. Hann received 
their BFA from Cornish College of the Arts in 2021. 

STATEMENT
Do I need to make, assemble, scribble, remember, smear, 
drag, cry, laugh, talk, sleep, sit, stare? Do I need to 
contemplate these emotions or distract myself from them? 
This is the leading notion of my art practice: What I can do to 
ease my emotional suffering right now. I find comfort in 
repetitive actions that also elicit a physical sensation. 

I use processes of digital collage, photo transferring, painting, 
assemblage, stenciling, and sculpture, working in a 
generative way to cope with intense emotionality, 
dissociation, and hopelessness. I layer the pieces of collage, 
writing, and general mess-making together, creating an even 
more complicated mess that feels comfortable to me.

My works contain imagery of the world around me, streets, 
and buildings. I snap pictures of whatever captures my eye 
and piece them together in unexpected ways in my digital 
collaging process. Recurring images can emerge over time – 
doors, stars, and clouds are symbols of passage, relief, and 
escape. The sky reminds me of the dialectics all around us, 
and within us. I find great comfort in knowing everything will 
pass eventually, the clouds, the moment, the thoughts, the 
feelings. The end product of whatever processes feel most 
healing is an object/image that reminds me that I can tolerate 
even the most uncomfortable of emotional experiences.
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